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Background
This proposal will introduce changes to address the following letter ballot comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTM-rbw-103</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>81</th>
<th>Note 13</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Limited to just provide, or includes establish, change, or control? (as in previous wording)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTE 13 The SECURITY PROTOCOL IN command specifying the Tape Data Encryption security protocol and the Data Encryption Status page may be used to determine whether external data encryption control has been used to provide a set of data encryption parameters.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SYM-022 | edit | 61 | 4.2.22 External data encryption control | | | This section should identify how an application client determines that a physical device has the capability for external data encryption control BEFORE it happens. | |

In the proposed changes that follow, new text appears in blue or purple, deleted text appears in red strikeout, and editorial comments appear in green.

Proposed Changes to SSC-3

4.2.22 External data encryption control

4.2.22.1 External data encryption control overview

A physical device that supports data encryption may support external data encryption control and provide the ability for an external entity to configure data encryption capabilities or data encryption parameters using an external interface not specified by this standard (e.g., an ADC device server or a management interface).

4.2.22.2 External data encryption control of data encryption capabilities

4.2.22.2.1 External data encryption control of data encryption capabilities introduction

If the physical device has a saved set of data encryption parameters associated with this device server or has a medium mounted, then the physical device shall not allow external data encryption control of data encryption capabilities. If the physical device does not have a set of data encryption parameters associated with this device server and does not have a medium mounted, then external data encryption control may be used to change the data encryption capabilities.
If external data encryption control is used to change any of the data encryption capabilities of the physical device, then the device server shall establish a unit attention condition with the additional sense code of DATA ENCRYPTION CAPABILITIES CHANGED for all I_T nexus that have their registered for encryption unit attentions state set to one (see 4.2.21.7).

Note 13 The SECURITY PROTOCOL IN command specifying the Tape Data Encryption security protocol and the Data Encryption Capabilities page may be used to determine whether the device server supports external data encryption control.

4.2.22.2.2 External data encryption control of encryption algorithm support

External data encryption control may be used to change the device server encryption algorithm support by configuring the physical device to:

a) disable a supported data encryption algorithm; or
b) prevent device server control of data encryption parameters.

If a supported encryption algorithm has been disabled then:

a) the physical device shall not accept data encryption parameters specifying that algorithm; and
b) the device server shall:
   A) not report the disabled data encryption algorithm in the Data Encryption Capabilities page; or
   B) report the encryption algorithm in the Data Encryption Capabilities page with the DISABLED bit set to one.

If external data encryption control has been used to configure the physical device to prevent device server control of data encryption parameters, then the device server shall:

a) terminate a SECURITY PROTOCOL OUT command that attempts to establish or clear a set of data encryption parameters with CHECK CONDITION status, with the sense key set to ILLEGAL REQUEST, and the additional sense code set to DATA ENCRYPTION CONFIGURATION PREVENTED; and
b) set the \texttt{CFG\_P} (see 8.2.5.4) field in the Data Encryption Capabilities page to 10b (i.e., The physical device is configured to not allow this device server to establish or change data encryption parameters) and:
   A) not report any encryption algorithms in the Data Encryption Capabilities page; or
   B) report all of the supported data encryption algorithms in the Data Encryption Capabilities page with the DECRYPT\_C field set to capable with external control and the ENCRYPT\_C field set to capable with external control.

Note 13 The SECURITY PROTOCOL IN command specifying the Tape Data Encryption security protocol and the Data Encryption Status page may be used to determine which device server has control of the data encryption parameters and whether external data encryption control has been used to provide establish or change a set of data encryption parameters.

Comment: to determine whether the parameters have been changed the application client would have to store the previous settings and compare them to the current settings. Does the note need to contain that level of detail?